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Household Sampling Protocol
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Presentation Notes
Complex, wicked socio-environmental issues at the core of sustainability and land systems science or what my colleague Flurina terms “life-world” problems, require knowledge, experience and practices that transgress disciplinary, organizational, hierarchical and national boundaries. Transdisciplinarity has long been a buzzword in academic circles whereby SES collaborations often have interdisciplinary objectives aimed at understanding the complexity of a given SES. Yet as the complexity of a system problem grows and following participatory purposefully inclusive exercises with stakeholders and practitioners, researchers often retreat to their own disciplinary corners, compartmentalising the research project into discrete components, for later ‘reassemblage’ and analysis.
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The process of conducting effective interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary work rests on fundamental principles of shared learning, participatory methods, iterative engagement, integrative, multiscalar exchanges and approaches that should theoretically result in knowledge codesign and coproduction that leverages the strengths of participants that represent different system scales and levels. However, in successfully completing such initiatives, despite the goodwill and transparent participation from all players, major barriers remain that, when improperly accounted for, can hamper the long-term sustainability of transdisciplinary initiatives. Here I plan to spend a few minutes discussing some of these barriers and proposing some ways forward towards effective TRANSFORMATIONAL knowledge coproduction based on many years of experience working in complex transboundary systems particularly in southern and eastern Africa.
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fundamental challenge of engaging with cross-scale/cross-sector networks for learning and action, addressing the many barriers to cooperation on complex problems, dealing with power imbalances, and other sources of resilience in complex problem situations. All of these matters pose powerful barriers to the operation of the cyclic process pictured in Figure 1. 
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Source: Forrest Stevens in Pricope et al. 2018, Ambio (accepted pending revisions)
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In my presentation today, I’ll be addressing the challenge described by Bodin 2017 in achieveing successful collaborative environmental governance: that of solving complex env problems that span geographical scales and jurisdictional boundaries and that in doing so, taking an integrative network approach that connects multiple scales and actors is necessary in providing the appropriate fit socially and ecologically.



Addressing the challenges to multilevel co-
production in socio-ecological systems 
• Need to approach systems dynamics from an SES perspective is extensively 

recognized, so where is the problem?
• How do we structure research design so that the analytical approach itself unfolds 

iteratively and at multiple scales?

• How do we effectively structure research questions and approaches with 
appropriate terminology common across disciplines and level of participation?

• How do we resolve disparate methodological approaches to produce 
complementary information that goes beyond populating a statistical model?

• How do we incorporate multiple scales and levels of organization into data collection 
specific to scales where human and biophysical processes operate?
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While the need for collaborative, multi-scalar interventions has been well-articulated for development and governance work in social-ecological systems (cf Bodin 2017, Chambers 1981), there has been less attention on how SES academics can apply such principles to their own research, taking a systems approach to their analytical framework and methods in order to ensure broader integration of their findings for better research uptake  Extensive work recognizes the need to approach the studying of system dynamics from an SES standpoint (Chen et al., 2015, Gibson et al., 2000; Fisher et al., 2015; Stringer et al., 2017). However, there is little documentation on the need to structure research design so that the analytical approach itself unfolds iteratively and at multiple scales. In practical terms, academics working at the SES interface wrestle with multiple research management challenges, including framing research questions and approaches clearly and with terminology common to multiple disciplines. This often requires resolving often disparate methodological approaches to produce complementary information, typically to populate a statistical or process model, which inherently involves the loss of information. It also requires incorporating multiple scales and levels of organization into data collection, which must be specific to the scales at which the human and biophysical processes interact to affect system behavior. There is a need to balance each of these tradeoffs in the context of limited project budgets and timelines. Additionally, because these steps typically require teams to apply system specific-knowledge to accurately and practically design research, the most feasible way to navigate these challenges can easily limit the generalizability of research outcomes. 



Figure by Lin Cassidy in Pricope et al., 2018, Ambio (accepted pending revisions)
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Adaptive Iterative Transdisciplinary Knowledge 
Co-Production for Complex SES Systems

Starts at the 
research 
co-design phase!
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First, starting with pilot work, human and natural science researchers should work as a team to utilize multi-level entry points (i.e., points of contact or direct engagement) within the system, relative to the spatiotemporal scales under investigation. Second, teams must implement an iterative adaptive process that begins with the proposed research design and uses insights from the entry points and shared experiences in the field to refine protocols prior to implementation. We provide examples of multi-level entry points, and show that adaptive management of research design conducted in partnership across research team components allows for better research integration and more informed outcomes.
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